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We study homogeneous chains of infinite order ([,)rez with the set of states taken to be 
X = (N\{O, 1)) x {-1, I}. Oufepproach is to interpret the hat%nIinite sequence.. , [-,, . , .&,, &,, 
where 5, = (i,, e,) E X, t c ?,,‘as the continued fraction to the nearer integer expansion (read 
inversely) of a y E[-_b, $I- Thus, we are led to study certain Y-valued Markov chains, where 
Y = [-f, $1 and then by making use of their properties we establish the existence of denumerable 
chains of infinite order under conditions different from those given in Theorem 2.3.8 of Iosifescu- 
Theodorescu (1969). A (weak) variant of mixing is proved as well. 
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connections * weak mixing 
1. Introduction 
In [4] Harris studied strictly stationary doubly infinite sequences (&),ez, where 
the set of values of 5, is (0, 1, . . . , D- l}, with D an integer 32. Harris’ approach 
was to associate with the half-infinite sequence . . . , (,-2, &-, the number r], in the 
unit interval whose D-adic expansion is * &1&-2 * * . . It appears then that the 7, 
are connected into a homogeneous Markov chain in which only (one step) transitions 
from state a to states (i+ a)/D, 0~ iC D- 1, are allowed. 
In [5] Iosifescu and Spgtaru considered the case where the set of states is the set 
N* of natural numbers. Their technique was to associate with the half-infinite 
sequence. . . , tr-*, &-, the irrational number 71 whose continued fraction expansion 
is 
1 
1 . 
et-I+&2+ . . 
Again the q1 are connected into a homogeneous Markov chain in which only (one 
step) transitions from state y (an irrational in the unit interval) to states l/(i+y), 
i E N*, are allowed. 
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In both the above cases the sequence (&),ez is a chain of infinite order since its 
future behaviour depends in general on its complete past history. It should be noted 
that proving existence theorems for such chains is far from being trivial as, e.g., in 
the case of independent random variables or Markov chains. See the papers quoted 
above. 
Let Y denote the set of irrationals in the interval [-4, f]. It is known (see [9]) 
that any y E Y can be uniquely represented in a continued fraction to the nearer 
integer expansion as 
Y= 
&I(Y) 
Q,(Y) + 
EAY 1 .c. 
a,(y) +. . . 
where ai is either 1 or -1, 2sa,(y)~N*, aj(y)+~j+j(y)~22,_j~ N*. 
In this paper we consider chains of infinite order with the set of states taken to 
be X = (N\{O, 1)) x(-l, 1). Our device is to associate the half-infinite sequence . . . , 
&,-2, &_,, where 5, = (i,, E,), t E 22, with the irrational number 7, E Y whose continued 
fraction to the nearer integer expansion is 
Et-1 
&I-2 
i,_, +---- 
if-2+. 
. . 
In Section 3, by considering a probability distribution (pci,,,(y))(i,,,,x for any 
y E Y, we study the properties of the class of Y-valued Markov chains with transition 
probabilities of the form 
P(%+I=U(Y,(~, &))17)t=Y)=P~i,~j(Y), (4 E)EX YE Y, 
where u(y, (i, E)) is a certain function (see (3) below). Further, by making use of 
the properties of such Y-valued Markov chains, we establish in Section 4 the 
existence of denumerable chains of infinite order under conditions different from 
those given in Theorem 2.3.8 of [6]. A (weak) variant of mixing will also be proved 
to hold. On the other hand, the results obtained may be interpreted as properties 
of the continued fraction to the nearer integer expansion as well. As Professor Harry 
Kesten pointed out to me it is possible that certain similarities exist between our 
existence and uniqueness and results on Gibbs states as given in Sinai’s book Theory 
of Phase Transitions: Rigorous Results (Pergamon Press, Oxford, 1982). 
Notation 
N*={1,2,3 ,... }, 
N={O, 1,2,. . .}, 
x = (N\{O, 11) xi-17 11, 
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h = the set of integers, 
Y = the set of irrationals in [- 
R = the set of real numbers, 
a+ = max(a, 0), Q E R, 
[a] = integral part of a E R, 
{a} = fr_actional part of a E R, 
G = (45 + 1)/2, 
G = (6 1)/2, 
1 1 
-2, 2 -1 > 
2. Preliminaries 
2.1. We write 
(i, E)<(i), E’) iff iE C i’s’. 
It is easy to show that < is a total ordering on X. 
’ For any probability distribution p = (pci,s))(i,p)ex on X let 
(ia) 
Q,,)(P) = $,*-l,(P) =o, s(i,c)(P) = C P(j,o), (i, El E X. 
(j.a)=(b) 
Suppose 8 is a random variable uniformly distributed on [0, 11. For any two 
probability distributions p = (pc,,E))(i,E)EX and q = (qci,e))(i,E)EX on X define Z-valued 
random variables CT and r by 
u = si iff s(i-l,e)(P) < es +i,E)(P)p (4 El E X 
and 
T= ci iff Sci_l,,,(q) < 0 s SC,,,(q), (i, E) E X. 
Next we define 
d(P9 4) = C {Cs(i,l)(P) + s(i,-l)(P) 
ia 
-max(s(i-l,tdP) + s(i-l,l)(P)9 s(i,!j(q) + sCi,-l)(q)))+ 
+ (s(i,l)(q) + 4i,-I)(Q) 
-max(s(i-l,l)(cl)+S~i-l,-1)(4), s(i.l,(P)+s(,,-l,(P)))+}. 
Using a well known result (see Billingsley 11, p. 2241 or [51) we may write 
d(Pt 4) z sup 
AcX (i,c)EA 
(1) 
(i,E)sX 
It is easily proved that d ( a, * ) is a metric on the set of all probability distributions 
on X. 
+?u!sealw!uou s! NSU( “3) aDuanbas ayl pug ‘N 3 UJ ‘13 u3 ley~ aDpou a& 
(z) 
“(,X=X) 
.NSLU ‘((,d)d‘(I5)d)p dns = “'3 
(3‘l)=(W 
‘x 3 (3 ‘i) ‘( cf)@w 3 = ((lc)d)(~% zz (lq(“‘)S 
(a‘!) 
‘0 = (k)(“‘)S 
auyap ahi ‘x uo ‘A 3 k ‘X3(3‘!)( (k)(“!)cf) = (IC)d suopnqp$s!p Qg!qeqold uaa!i? JO.J 
.(,cC pue ic uo pasodw! s! uo!pgsal ou ley~ sueatu “(,A E Ic)) ‘,X JO ley~ u! 
sl!ed LU ls~y aql se awes ayl a.n? X JO a,toqe uo!suedxa ay$ u! (“3 ‘VI) s@!p JO sJ!ed 
u1 wy aqi ley~ sueatu ‘N 3 tu ‘A 3 ,k ‘ic ‘“(,lr = n’) uogelou ayl s~ollo~ ley~ UI *k JO 
. . 
. +% 
-+ ‘D 
=3 
‘3 
uo!suedxa aqi alouap 
[::: 1:‘: :::] 
ia1 x 3 (c y3ea rod .[f ‘F-1 u! S[EUO!~EJJ! JO las aql aq x ia? ‘z’z: 
lay1 tpns x 3 (3 ‘,I) auo JSOIU IV sp!xa aay~ uay~ ‘I> O3 iuyi aurnssv ‘2 uo!)!sodoJd 
‘(J 3k ‘(3 2) #(D ‘[) xuu .ioJO3+g- 1 S(IC)(DQ 
‘Qluanbasuo3) J 3 n’ Xuv 10s 03 - 9 < (k)(3’!)d ivy1 yms x 3 (3 ‘J) slspca aray (("‘!)q) 
lo‘J3~‘~3(3‘~)hJ.l0~Q~(IC)(w(v) 
.iayi!a uau '1 > 9 >O3 ivyi aumssv ‘1 uoy!sodord 
‘[s] n.w~dg 
-n3saJ!SOI u! Sauo Ou!puodsalloD ayl 01 611epu1!s panold ale synsaJ OU!MO~~OJ aq1 
J 3,x’.4 
.((,i)d‘(X)d)p dns =03 
u1! s! J alaqM ‘x uo suopnqgs!p &qeqold JO &utl~ E aq J’“((IC)d) MOU IaT 
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Now we introduce 
Condition H: 1 fi (1-&,)=a. 
ktN m=O 
This implies that both so< 1 and lim,,, E, = 0. The last equation and (1) imply 
that the functions JI~;,~), (i, E) E X, are continuous on Y. 
By virtue of Propositions 1 and 2, the inequality so< 1 implies the following 
alternatives. Either 
(a) SUP(t,c)6X,yE Y P(i,e)(.Y> < 1, 
or 
(b,,,, inf,, yp((i,e)(_Y) > 0 (consequently, SUP(j,a)#(i,e),yt Y P(j,a,(Y) < 1). 
Also, either 
(a(i,EJ p~i,E)(Y~i,~)) = 1, where 
Yci,E) = 2-‘(-iE +dFLL), (i, .z) E X\{(2, -l)}, 
(b) pci,,,(yci,,,) < 1, for any (i, E) E X. Next, we define u: Y XX + Y as follows 
U(Y, (2, E)) = 1 (s(2+Y))-’ ifOSYy&, (s(3+y))F’ if -iSy<O, 
4Y, (4 &)I = (Xf v-l, (4 El E X\{G 11, (2, -1)). (3) 
Let (L) nap be a sequence of independent random variables uniformly distributed 
on [0, l] and define recursively two Y-valued random sequences (n,),,~ and (n:),,~ 
as follows 
?)o=yo, 776=yb, Yo,Y;,E Y, 
nn+l = u(nn, (2, s)) ifi so,Ej(77,)< r, s s~1(71~), 
n,+r = U(7),, (i, E)) ifi S(i-l,e)(77n)< ?n s sCi,c)(77n)9 
(i, &I E X\{P, 11, (2, -111, 
while 
nL+r = 44, (2, e)) iff s&77:) < r, s ~~~,~)(rlL), 
9L+r = U(rlL, (4 E)) iff $-l,,,(rlA)< L c %i,,,(v2, 
(i, &)E X\{cL I), (2, -111. 
Also, we define X-valued random sequences (u,,),,~~, (a:),,, by 
4 = (i, E) iff sci-1,E)(77n) < L s s(i,E)(77n), (i, &I E X 
and 
aL = (i, E) iff skr,,)(nLJ< r, S s(i.e)(771,), CC E)e X. 
Therefore 
%+I = 4% a,), 77L+, = u(77k a;), n E N, 
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and (vJnEN, (~3,~~ are Y-valued homogeneous Markov chains with the same 
transition law given by 
P(rln+r(77L+i)=n(Y, (i, &))177,(77~)=Y)=p~i,e)(Y), (4 E)EX YE Y. 
(In order to simplify the writing we write P for P,,,,;l). 
Next, we state 
Lemma 3. Assume that Condition H holds. Then for any E > 0 one has 
lim nP’~~,P(I~m-q~/<~)=l 
n-02 
uniformly with respect to y,, Y&E Y. 
Corollary. LetF,(y,;x)=n-‘Cz=, P(~,~x)andF,,(y&x)=n-‘I”,=, P(vhsx), 
xER. Then 
AL& d,(F,(yo; .I, F,(Y;; . )I = 0, 
uniformly with respect to y,, y;~ Y, where dL denotes Paul Levy’s distance (that is, 
dL( F, G) = inf{ .s > 0: F(x - E) - E s G(x) <F(x+E)+E, XER}, where Fund G are 
elements of the set of all distribution functions). 
Let 9 denote the set of (right-continuous) distribution functions F such that 
F( -4) = 0 and F(i) = 1. It is well known that (9, dL) is a compact metric space (see 
Loeve [8, p. 1801). 
Proposition 4. Assume that Condition H holds. Then, in case (a,,,,,), 
!i_mdd,(F.(y,;*),F)=O 
uniformly with respect to y,,~ Y, where 
F(x) = 
0 ifx<Y(i,,), 
1 ifxzy(,,,). 
Now, we introduce 
Condition U. The series Cci,EjEX pci,,,(y) is uniformly convergent with respect toy E Y. 
Theorem 5. Assume that Conditions H and U hold. Then in case (b) there exists a 
continuous FE 9 such that 
p_c dt_(F,(yo; .), F) = 0, 
uniformly with respect to yO~ Y. 
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Proposition 6. Under the corresponding assumptions in Proposition 4 and Theorem 5 
the limiting distribution F is the only stationary distribution for ( q,),,N. 
The proofs of Lemma 3, its Corollary, Propositions 4 and 6, and Theorem 5 are 
similar to those of the corresponding results in Iosifescu-Spataru [5] and therefore 
are omitted. 
Now, we are ready to prove the main result of this section. 
Theorem 7. Assume that Conditions H and U hold. Then the continuous limiting F of 
case (b) is either purely singular or identical to the Gauss-type absolutely continuous 
distribution function with density 
p(x)= 
I 
(log G)-l/(x+ G) for OSxS& 
(log G))‘/(x+G+l) for -&sx<O. 
The latter case occurs when 
Y+G 
(y+ei)[(G+(l-e)/2)(y+ei)+e] if ‘>” (i7E)EX’ 
P(i,E)(Y) = 
y+G+l 
(y+ei)[(G+(l-&)/2)(y+Ei)+el 
if y<O, (i, a)EX\{(2, -1),(2,1)1, 
Proof. Assume for a contradiction that 
F=cF,+(l-c)F,, O<c<l, 
where F, and F2 E 3 are the absolutely continuous and the singular part of F 
respectively. As F is the only solution of the functional equation VG = G with 
(VG)(X)=[“~ C Pci,E)(Z) dG(z), XE Y, 
-I/2 (i.e)EX 
u(z,(i,c))sx 
it follows that 
c(F,-VF,)=-(l-c)(F2-VF,). 
Next, we shall prove that VF, is absolutely continuous and VF, singular so that the 
desired contradiction will arise. 
In what follows we need the partition 
(4) 
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For x E [0, $1 there exists j E N* such that [2(j + l)]-’ < x =S (2j))’ and 
I 
x-‘/4-j/2 
= 
c ~(i,‘)(z)F:(z) dz 
(~.l)~(2(j+l)+l,l) -l/2 
I 
l/2 
+ c 
(i,l)=(2(j+l),l) x-‘/4-j/2 
~w)(z)F:(z) dz 
~w,(z)Fl(z) dz 
I 
‘/2 
= 
x-‘/4+,/4 
P(~(,+I),I)(z)C(Z) dz. 
Also, for x E [-i, O), it follows from (4) that there exists j E N* such that -(2j)-’ G x < 
-[2(j + l)]-‘. We have 
( VFI)(X) - (VF,)((-W’) 
= 
P(i,-l)(.z) - C 
li,-I]=(&-.I) 
(i&z)- S-(2,) ’ 
Therefore VF, is absolutely continuous with density 
0 forxSOorx>$, 
(~x)-~F~((~x))’ -2-‘j)p,2C,+l’,l’((4x)’ -2-‘j) for 2-‘(j+ l)-’ <x 
G (2j))‘, j E N*. 
Let us now prove that VF, is singular. As F2 is singular by hypothesis, there are 
two disjoint sets A and B such that A u B = [-i, $1 and A (A) = p(B) = 0, where A 
denote Lebesgue measure and p the measure generated by F2 (i.e. p(( -CO, x)]) = 
F2(x)). In what follows for any set A of real numbers we shall denote 
A+j={x:x-jEA}, A-j={x:x+jEA}, jeN*, 
kA = {x: k-lx c A}, k E R\(O), 
A-‘={x: x-‘EA} ifOa A. 
For [2( j + l)]-’ < x s (2j)-‘, j E N*, since 
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I 
l/2 
= 
4~'[1/2(j+l),x]~'-l/2 
P2(j+l)(Z) d&(z). 
This implies that 
(VP)(A) = I P(2(j+l),l)(z) d&(z)* (9 4-'A-'-j/Z 
for any Bore1 set A in [2-‘(j-C 1)-l, (2j))‘]. 
Let A,=An[O,$] and B,= Bn[O,$]. We define Aj=4-'(A,+$)-', Bj= 
4-'(BI+$j-',j~hd*, A'=UjEN* Aj, B'=UjsN* BP It is easily seen that 
Aj,Bjc(~(j+l))‘,(2j)-1], jEN*, A'nB'=@, A’uB’=(O,$]. 
Also h(A)=0 implies that A(A,)=O, so A(A')=O. For A = Bj in (5) we get (Vp) 
(B,) = 0 (this results from p(B) = 0). 
Now, define A"=A', B"=[-&O)uB'. Clearly A"nB"=@, A"uB"=[-f,;] and 
A (A") = ( Vp)( B") = 0 and therefore VF, is singular. 
Further, we shall identify the form of F in the absolutely continuous case. To 
this end we consider the equation 
x 
P(j,c)(Z) dF(z) 
-I/2 
[F($J -F(&) 
= ( for (_A ~12 (2, 11, x~Oor(j,E)Z(3,1),x<O, 
(6) 
valid for x E [-4, f]. Differentiating (6) with respect to x and putting F' =f; we have 
P(i,c)(xlf(x) = (j + Ex)F2f L ( > j+.sx for(j,E)EX,xZOor(j,c) 
E X\{(Z - l), c&l)), x < 0, 
almost everywhere with respect to Lebesgue measure in [-& ;]. Since (Pci,E)(y))(i*E)EX 
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is a probability distribution it follows that 
I c (x+i)r2[f(;ll;J) +(%)I for x30, f(x) = jz2 z3 (x+j)-‘[+$)+f(-$)] forx<O (7) 
almost everywhere in r-1, $1. 
Next we shall show that the Gauss-type probability density p(x) satisfies (7). 
Indeed, for x20 we have 
= (logG)ml C (x+j)-' l 1 
j32 G(x+j)+l+(G+I)(x+j)-1 1 
’ 
1 
> 
1 
x+j+G-l-x+j+G =(logG)(x+G+l) = P(X). 
For x < 0 the proof is similar. Thus, p(x) is a solution of the functional equation 
(7) and pci,Ej are as in the statement of theorem. Further, we have to prove the 
uniqueness (almost everywhere) of the solution of (7). To this end let g be a 
probability density on [-5, i] satisfying (7) and Y the measure defined by 
u(A) = 
J 
A g(x) dx, 
for any Bore1 set A in [ -$, $1. Consider the transformation T of Y onto itself defined 
by 
or 
&I(Y) 
Ty=----- 6(Y), U,(Y) = I 
[Z.!f?] if(F!$!l}<k, 
Y [Z.!fi?]+l if{$!..l}>t_ 
It follows that 
T-‘(0,x)= Yn u {ja2[( -~,+)~(&,~)]} ifO~x~& 
T-'(x, 0) = Yn U {jz3 [( -7-&,-f) -(f&)]} if-isx<O. (*I 
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From (7) and (8) we obtain 
z[ (( Y ja2 -f,-~))+~((~,~))]=“((O.x)) foro~x~i,
z[ (( Y j23 -h,-f))+~((f,&))]=~((x,O)) for-$sx<O. 
Therefore, T preserves v and this implies the uniqueness (a.e.) of the solution 
(7) (see Ryll-Nardzewski (1951)). 
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Finally, we have to show that the probability distribution p = (p~i,E))(ir~)tX satisfies 
Condition H (clearly Condition U is satisfied). To prove this put @(x, x’) = 
d(p(x), p(x’)) for -is x, x’s;. Since @(x, x’) is a symmetrical function we need 
only consider the case x > x’. For 0 < x s $ and i E N*\{ 1) we have 
s(i,l)(x)+ s(i,-l)(x) = C (P(j,l)(x)+P(j,-,)(x)) 
j=2 
=(x+G)jLz I 1 1 (~+j)[G(x+j)+ l]-(x+j)[(G+ l)(x+j)- l] 1 
=(x+G)i(- 
j=2 
’ -+ ‘- ) 
x+j+G x+j+G-1 
=(x+G) --!--- 
( 
1 i-l 
x+G x+G+i-1 =x+G+i-1’ > 
Similarly for -t s x < 0, i 2 2 
s(i,l)(x)+s(i,-,)(x)=x+~-~i_ l. 
We now define 
if x’b2, 
i(x, x’) = 
1 
[ ““,Yx: “3 
[ 
3x-2x’+G+l 
x-x’ 1 ifx<O 
and 0(x, x’) becomes 
0(x~ x’) = C (s(i,l)(x’)+s(i,-l)(x’) -s(i,l)(x) -s(i,-I)(x)) 
isi(x,x’) 
= 
I 
(x-x’) c 
i-l Y-I-G 
i,i~X,,,,(x+G+i-l)(x’+G+i-l)fx’+i(x,x’)+G-l 
(x-x’) c 
i-2 x’+G+l 
i,ic,n~~(x+G+i-l)(x’+G+i-l)+x’+i(x,x’)+G-l 
ifx’Z0 
(9) 
ifx<O. 
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Also 
k&l 
@(x3x’)= C (sCj,l,(x’)+sc,,-l,(x’))- Ii (s~j,I)(x)+s~j,~l)(x))+ l 
j=l j=l 
in the region 
(10) 
{(~,~‘)~[-~,O):[(k-3)x-G-l]/(k-2)~x’c[(k-2)x-G-1]/(k-1)}, kz8 
or 
{(~,~‘)~[O,~]:[(k-2)x-G]/(k-1)ax’<[(k-l)x-G]/k}h, k36. 
Now, using (10) it follows that @ is continuous (the points (x, ((k - 1)x - G)/k), 
G/(k-l)<xS;, k36 and (x,((k-2)x-G-l)/(k-I)), (G+l)/(k-2)sx<O, 
k 2 8, are points of nondifferentiability of 0). Also @( +, x’) is increasing on [x’, 0] 
for x’ < 0 or on [x’, i] for x’ 2 0 and @(x, . ) decreasing on [-$, x] for x < 0 or on 
[0, x] for x 3 0. It results that .Q = @($, 0) = 0.294. . . . To complete the proof we 
obtain from (9) that 
(x - x’)( c, + llog (x-x’)\) =S @( x, x’) s (x - x’)( cl+ Ilog(x - x’)l), 
where C, and C, are absolute constants. It follows that E, = O(a-“), m E N for 
some a > 1 and therefore the stronger condition cO< I, EmEN E, <co, is satisfied 
rather than Condition H. q 
Remark. (i) We note that the probability distribution (p(,,,,( w))(,,,)~~, w E [-4, $1, 
described in the statement of Theorem 7 provides the transition probability of the 
random system with complete connections 
I( w w, (X z”), 4 p> (11) 
associated with the continued fraction to the nearer integer expansion, where 
W = [-i, :], W = %r-i,l, (the o-algebra of the Bore1 sets of [-$, f]), 
X = (N\{O, I}) x(-l, I}, S?= P(X) (the power set of X), 
u is defined as in (3), 
P(w, (x, 8)) =pcx,,,(w), wE[-t, 2, (4 E)E x. 
In [7] it was proved that this system is uniformly ergodic and its limit probability 
is the Gauss-type measure with density p. 
(ii) In the course of the proof above we have established that the operator T 
preserves the Gauss-type measure with density p. On account of this fact we can 
prove the next result 
Proposition 8. The sequence (a, (. ), E,( . ))ntN dejned in Section 2.2 is strictly station- 
ary with respect to the Gauss-type measure with density p. 
Proof. Let v denote the probability measure with density defined as in Theorem 7. 
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We have to prove that the value of the probability 
4Y E y: (%2(Y), %2(Y)) = (k,, a,), . +. , (%I+,-l(Y), %+r-I(Y) = (k %)I 
does not depend on m E N*, for any r E tV*, (k,, a,), . . . , (k, a,) E X. Using Remark 
(ii) we obtain that 
4~ E Y: (G,(Y), 4~)) = (k,, a,), . . . , (um+r-,(~), ~,+r-I(Y)) = (km ~1) 
= (u,T"-')(Y E Y: (U,(Y), E,(Y)) = (k,, a,>, . . .> (arty), E,(Y)) = (km a,>) 
= 4~ E Y: (U,(Y), E,(Y)) = (k,, a,), . . ., (K(Y), G(Y)) = (km a,)) 
and this completes the proof. 0 
4. Bidimensional chains of infinite order 
Recall that a chain of infinite order is a special random system with complete 
connection (see [6, p. 1861). Here we are interested in the case of an X-valued 
homogeneous chain of infinite order. Suppose P is a nonnegative function defined 
on W XX, where W = (X)-“, such that 
1 P(w; (i, E))= 1 for any wE W. 
(L,E)EX 
In Theorem 2.3.8. of [6] sufficient conditions which assure the existence of a strictly 
stationary, doubly infinite sequence (&),tz such that P is the transition function of 
the process are given. 
On the other hand, using the results of Section 3 we can establish the existence 
of X-valued chains of infinite order under different conditions. Our technique is to 
interpret a path 
w=( . . . . (i_“,~_,) ,..., (i_,,~_,),(i,,.5J)E W (12) 
as the continued fraction to the nearer integer expansion of a y E Y 
[ 
Eg, E-1,. . . , E_,, . . . 
Y= 
a,, a_,, . . . ) a_,, . . . 3 (13) 
and to define the function P(#,~) by pci,,,(y) = P(w; (i, E)) if y and w are connected 
by (12) and (13). Thus, the E, defined in (3) become 
E, = SUP d((P(W; (i, E)))(i.e)eX9 (P(W’; (4 E)))(i,s)eX)9 m E N 
(W’W.)” 
where (w = w’)~ means the last m components in the path w are the same as the 
last m components in the path w’. Also, the series appearing in Condition U is 
C(i,E)EX P(w; (4 &)I. 
Now, we are ready to prove the existence theorem. 
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Theorem 9. Assume that Conditions Hand U hold and that P((. . . , (i, E), . . . , (i, E), 
(i, e))< 1 for any (i, e)EX. Then 
(i) There exists a strictly stationary, doubly in$nite sequence (&)rEm on a probability 
space (0, YL, PO) such that 
Po(& = (i, e&L s< m) = P((. . . , L-I, &I, i), (14) 
PO-almost surely for any m E Z, (i, E) E X. 
(ii) Any doubly infinite sequence for which (13) holds is a version of (&)rGH. 
Proof. (i) By virtue of Theorem 5 and Daniell-Kolmogorov’s theorem it is possible 
to construct a Y-valued strictly stationary Markov chain (T,),~~ on a suitable 
probability space (0, Yt, PO) with stationary absolute distribution given by the 
limiting F, that is 
P,(v,<x)=F(x), tEZ, XE[-_t,i], 
and transition probability function given by 
PIJ(%+I = U(Y, (i, E))177t =Y) =P(i,E)(Y), YE Y, 
where u is defined as in (3). 
We now define the function rr on Y by 
T(Y) = E,(Y) . a,(y) 
for 
[ 
El(Y), Q(Y), . . . y = 
a,(r), Q(Y), . . . 1 . 
We have to prove that the random variables & defined by 
5, = ~(%+I), tE& 
satisfy (14). To this end we notice that 
Po(%+, = n(7),, 6,)) = & &(rl,+r = ~(77,~ (i, s))) 
zx P<i,,,(Y) dF(Y) = 1, 
while 
for &-, E X\{(2, -11, (2, 111 or -L1 = (2, ~1, E E (-1, l}, and nS-r > 0 (we shall not 
consider the case &,~{(2, -l), (2, I)}, qS-~<O since P~~,-I,(Y)=P~~,~)(Y)=~ for 
y < 0). Hence 
p ( [ 17 = E1(77,), & (771-I), . . . 0 t al(%), @(WI), . . . I) = Po(% = 4%,,5s-I), ss t) = 1. (15) 
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Thus, to prove (14) it is sufficient to show that for any m E h, TEN*, (i, E), 
(i,, Ed), . . . , (i, E,) E X we have 
Po(&l+, = (i, E), &m_,_i = (i, E), 1 S IS r) 
P((. . . , &n-n 5m-r+,, . . . , t), (i, ~1) dpo. 
~5,-1+,=(i~,~l),1~1~-l) 
(16) 
Further, we need some notation. Let 
and for any 
Put 
On account of (15) we get 
&(&I+, = (i, s), &,-[+, = (i,, q), 1 S IS r) 
= Po(p(v”~“‘) < r n m+2 < tcl(uY)) 
I 
l/2 
= PJ cp( UC+)) < r 7) m+2< $(d?h+, = Y) Wy) 
-I/2 
Also 
I P((. . . , &n-n &r-r+,, . . . ,5,); (4 ~1) dpo (5,-r+,=(il,e,).l’-J~r) 
I 0 E,, 82,. . . , E, Em-, . . . = P(i.t) . . . I) df’o ~~P(u,)~rl,+l<lL(~r)l I,, 22, . . . , I, I,-, . . . 
where (E,_,-k, im_r-k) = &,-r-k, k E N. 
It follows that (16) is valid so (i) is proved. 
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(ii) In the course of the proof of (i) we have obtained that 
PO(5m- ,+I = (C &I), 1 s 1s r) = F($(v,)) - F(cp(u,)), (17) 
forany mEZ, rEN*, (i,,e,) ,..., (i,, E,) E X. It follows from (17) that F determines 
completely the finite dimensional distributions of (&),tE and because, on account 
of Proposition 6, F is unique, the proof of (ii) is complete. Cl 
Remark. (i) ( 14) implies that 
ii&r M.5 = (i, c)lL1, 0s 1 G r) = P((. . . ,5-,, 5d; (i, &)I 
P,,-almost surely, for any (i, E) E X. It is easily proved that if pci.Ej is continuous on 
[ -4, $1 then 
p-2 P,(=$i = (i, e)(&, = (i-,, e-l), 0s IS r) = P((. . . , i-,, i,); (i, E)), 
forany mEZ, rEN*, (i,, E,),. . . , (i,, E,) E X. It follows from (17) that F determines 
each r E N*. 
(ii) The remark above shows that the probability PO( . )5_, = (i_,, E_,), IEN) on 
the a-algebra generated by (&),EN * coincides with P, constructed in the existence 
Theorem 2.1.3 of [6, p. 64]), where 
Efj, E-1,. . . ) EC,, . . . 
w= 
[ 
. 
10, l-,, . . . ) I-,, . * . 1 
and the corresponding random system with complete connections is defined as in 
(11). Clearly, if we put 
[ 
E,(Y), E*(Y), . . . Y = 
al(Y), Q(Y), . . . I 
then (a,(. ), E,( . )) are X-valued random variables defined almost everywhere on 
the measurable space ([-&$I, B), where 3 is the o-algebra of Bore1 measurable 
sets in [-i, i]. By virtue of Proposition 8 the sequence (a,( s), E,( .))ncN* becomes 
a strictly stationary one when we consider as measure on % the Gauss-type measure. 
Therefore the doubly infinite sequence (t,)ttz found in Theorem 9 is a two-sided 
version of (a,( .), E,( .))naN* (see Doob [3, p. 4561) while the latter is the chain of 
infinite order associated with the random system with complete connections (11) 
(see [71). 
Further, we establish the existence of a (weak) variant of mixing for the sequence 
(5r)tez. 
Theorem 10. Assume the conditions in Theorem 9. Let 3Y0 denote the a-algebra 
generated by the random variables &, s s 0. Then 
lim n-’ i P,(&,_, = (i,, E,), 1 s I s rlA) = P,,(k_, = (i,, E,), 1 s 1s r) 
“-CD In=, 
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uniforndy with respect to r E N*, (i,, E,), . . . , (i, E,) E X and A E X,, such that Po( A) # 0. 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that 
lim ,-I,!, Po([m_r=(i,,q), lCISrl[-k=(i;, EL), 1SkSs) 
n-m 
= PO( [-, = ( il, Q), 1 S I G r), (18) 
uniformly with respect to rEfV*, (L EA.. . , (i, ~1 E X and SEN(*, 
(ii,&;) ,..., (ii, E:)EX such that PO(.&k=(i;,~L), l~kss)#O. 
Using the same notation as in the proof of Theorem 9 we obtain 
n-’ i Po(~m_r=(i,,~,),l~Z~r~~-k=(i~,e~),l~k~s) 
m=, 
= n-‘~~=, Po(&,_r=(il, E,), l~I~r,~-~=(i~, EL), likes) 
PO(.&-k = (i;, EL), 1 s ks s) 
6’ CL Ncp(&) < 5% <IL(&), cp(4)< To< ccl(d)) = 
~o(cp(~:)<770< 4(d)) 
= 6’ c:=, I”,‘,$ Po(cP(G)< 77, <IL(~ho=y) Wy) 
Po(cp(d) < 770< (cl(d)) 
=j”,i% (My; $(u,))-F~(Y; CP(Q))) Wy) 
F(G(d)) - F(cp(4)) . 
Therefore (18) follows from Theorem 5, continuity of F and (17). 0 
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